
1.1 Elements and the Periodic Table
 Definitions:

o Element: Simplest form of a pure substance
o Compound: Substance formed when two or more elements combine chemically
o Periodic: Recurrence of properties at regular intervals

 3 Types of Elements
o Metals, Metalloids, Non-metals
o Defined by following properties:

Conducting of electricity
Conducting of heat
State at Standard Conditions
Malleability

Ductility
Lustre
Colour

 Non-metals:
o Non-conductors
o Usually gases or solids
o Non-lustrous
o Brittle

 Metals:
o Good conductors
o Always solids (except Hg)
o Lustrous
o Very malleable and ductile

 SATP: Standard Ambient Temperature & Pressure
o 25C, 100kPa

 STP: Standard Temperature and Pressure
o 0C, 101.325kPa

 Dmitri Mendeleev: Published the Modern Periodic Table (p. 16)
 Group: Columns (Noble Gases, Alkaline Earth Metals, Halogens, Alkali Metals)
 Period: Rows (Transition metals, lanthanides, actinides, transuranic elements (synthetic, man-made

elements (all elements after uranium))

1.3 Understanding Atomic Mass
 Rutherford/Chadwick: massive, positive central nucleus

o Neutrons & Protons have approximately same mass: 1836 times heavier than an electron
o All protons are identical to each other, ditto neutrons
o Atomic nuclei must have a whole number of neutrons and protons

 Atomic mass is determined by the number of protons and neutrons
o Element is defined by number of protons, constant in number for each atom of that element
o Decimal numbers is determined by the weighted average of isotopes based on weight from number

of neutrons in each isotope
 Notation:
 Many isotopes are radioactive, and are very rare and often synthetic
 Two isotopes of an element are possible when the atomic number is the same, but the atomic mass is

different (due to a different number of neutrons) e.g. C-12, C-13, C-14 are different carbon atoms



1.4 Towards a Modern Atomic Theory
 Two problems with Rutherford Model:

o Why aren’t positives not repelling
o Why don’t electrons not bomb the nucleus

 Niels Bohr
o Electrons are limited to certain quantized energy levels

Labelled quantum numbers: n = 1,2,3,4
 Called an Orbital

Possible for electrons to make transitions between orbits by absorbing or emitting energy
o Electrons, when given a quantum of energy, can travel from its “ground State” (home orbital) to its

“excited state” (higher orbital)
o When it falls back to ‘ground state’ it gives off energy in form of light

Hence, the flame test: colours given will be on exam: must work with this
 Bohr used this model to try explain emission patterns of hydrogen

Quantum Mechanics:
 Theory developed to explain the various spectra of energy given off by elements larger than H
 Bohr suggested the total number of electrons that could be housed by a particular set of orbitals was

1.5 Trends in the Periodic Table
 If Chemical behaviour is based on arrangements of electrons, then elements with the same valence

electrons should have the same chemical behaviour
 Trends along periods & groups makes this not quite true

o Reactivity increases heading to bottom left and top right, with a sloped minimum running from top
left to bottom right

o Atomic radius: ½ distance between adjacent atoms
This is difficult because electron cloud has no definable edges
Determined by distance between nuclei

o Ionic radius: ½ distance between adjacent ions
Cation radii are smaller than the atom (lose electrons)
Anion radii are larger than the atom (gain electrons)

o Ionization Energy: amount of energy required to remove one electron from an atom
High amount of energy on right and top side
Low amount of energy on left and bottom side

o Electron Affinity: a measure of how willing an atom is to accept another electron based on its
energy output to gain the electron

Low on right and top
High on left and bottom

o Electronegativity: the ability of an atom to attract electrons
Identical to electron affinity
High on right and top
Low on left and bottom
Fluorine is highest with value of 4.0
This is why water is a polar molecule, due to electrons going to oxygen, leaving hydrogen
positive and oxygen negative

 Shielding:
o Number of electrons will cause attraction to diminish
o More protons increases the attraction



o Shows trends:
With each additional full shell of electrons, the positive force of the nucleus is screened
from the outer electrons

 Important elements:
o Each additional shell is physically farther from the nucleus

Atom increases in radius down a group
Electrons are more spread out, less mutual repulsion
More willing to take an extra electron (increased electron affinity)

o Inner electrons shield outer electrons from positive charge in nucleus
As we go across a period, shielding remains constant, but positive nucleus charge increases,
Causes a smaller radius, greater electronic affinity, and higher ionization energy

2.1 Classifying Substances
 We have many different ways of classifying substances

o Physical state at SATP
o Basic composition (element or compound)
o Metal or non-metal (groups/periods)

 Two types of compounds:
o Ionic: A pure substance formed between a metal & a non-metal

Metal & Non-metal
Ionic bonding
Always involve transfer of electrons from metal to non-metals
Most are soluble & conduct electricity
These salts are called electrolytes

o Molecular:
Two non-metals
Covalent bonding
Involves sharing of electrons between atoms
Although some are soluble, they will NOT conduct electricity

2.2 Ionic Bonding
 Electrons transferred completely
 Electrostatic attraction between positive cations and negative anions holds the crystal structure of an ionic

compound together
 Ionic compounds are NOT molecules
 Ionic compounds are hard and have high melting points
 Electrolytes conduct electricity in solution because the ions are free to move around and carry the charge

from one point to another
 Common ionic combinations:

o Group 1 & 2 metals with oxygen

2.2/2.3 Lewis Structures
 Scientists got lazy and didn’t want to write B-R diagrams
 Lewis structures involve only writing paired valence electrons around the chemical symbol



2.3 Molecular/Covalent Bonding
 Ionic Compounds do not form molecules

o Recall: the ions are arranged in a lattice and the formula represents the ratio of anion to cation, not
exactly bonding

 This doesn’t work for covalent or molecular compounds
 Molecules have two types:

o Diatomic: 2 atoms per molecule
H O F Br I N K Cl

o Polyatomic: 3 or more atoms per molecule
 Bonding capacity:

o Number of bonds an atom is able to form
o Equal to number of dashes in a Lewis structure, or the number of unpaired electrons

3.1 Reorganizing and Understanding Chemical Changes
 How do we know when a chemical reaction is occurring?

o Change in temperature: heat being absorbed/released
o Formation of gases: bubbles forming in liquids
o Change in colours
o Solid appears in a liquid
o New smell

 Above are qualitative clues: What about quantitative?
o Mass, temperature, volume

 Chemical change: Rearrangement of atoms to form new compounds

Kinetic Molecular Theory

 Smallest particles of a substance are continually in motion and colliding with each other
 Faster movement/more collisions: higher temperature
 We use chemical equations to represent change that occurs

o Show proportions of reactions and products using coefficents
 Catalysts: any substance which speeds up a chemical reaction but is not used up in it

3.2Synthesis and Combustion
 There are millions of types of reactions

o Scientists try and classify them all into five main families
Decomposition: Breakdown of larger compound into multiple smaller ones
Synthesis: Creation of larger compound from multiple smaller ones
Combustion: Any reaction with oxygen
Displacement: One element replaces another in a compound
Double Displacement: Two elements are displaced in two compounds

 Decomposition:
o A single compound decomposes into 2 or more substances eg: 2NACl— 2Na+Cl2

o Electrolysis of water—some have theorised that this is a source of hydrogen gas as fuel (potential
problem is that you have to keep enough current from the motor is difficult, and the mass of water
also hydrogen is unstable.)

 Thermal decomposition:
o decomposition resulting from heat eg: baking soda (2NaHCO3) = Na2CO3+H2O+CO2

a. Airbags: ZNaN3 (s) = ZNa (s) + 3N2 (g)



b. TNT: ZC7H5(NO2)3(s)=7C(s)+7CO(g)+3N2(g)+5H2O(g)
o Many unstable compounds will decompose on their own

"Limited shelf life”
 Synthesis: two or more substances combine to form a single product: A + B = AB

o Opposite of decomposition (AB = A + B)
o Reaction of hydrogen and oxygen to form water is a good example

 Covalent Compounds:
o Not simple
o Can have multiple possible by-products

 Combustion: reaction with oxygen to form an oxide (or oxides)
o What “burns”?

Everything except noble gases and oxides
o Oxides of metals turn to bases when reacted with water
o Oxides of non-metals turn to acids when reacted with water
o Explains acid rain:

Rain is naturally acidic because of carbon dioxide in air
When oxides of nitrogen and sulphur are released by industries, these react with water
vapour to form acids

o Many carbon-based compounds also burn
Examples: gasoline, methane, propane, glucose

3.3 Single Displacement Reactions
 Single Displacement: a reaction between an element and a compound in which the element is more

reactive than an element within the compound and displaces it
o A + BC = AC + B

 What is the pattern?
o Activity Series: an empirical list of which metals displace which metals and which non-metals

displace which non-metals
o Page 126-127

 Galvanization: zinc
 Corrosion is when metals react with atmosphere or dissolved. Stopped by:

o Coating metal with another less reactive metal
o Galvanizing: metal is coated with another more reactive metal (usually zinc)

Makes an extremely hard, stable, insoluble compound

3.4 Double Displacement Reactions
 Aqueous ionic compounds rearrange anions and cations:

o AB + CD = AD + CB
 To predict the products and their states of matter (aqueous, solid, or gas), we need to use a Solubility

Table
 Recall: solution = homogeneous mixture of solvent and solute
 Solubility: maximum amount of solute that a solvent will hold

o Add too much, and eventually it will reach a breaking point
o If a reaction occurs producing a slightly soluble product, more product will be produced than can

stay in the solution
You get a precipitate (solid) or bubbles (gas)



4.1 Proportions in Compounds
 Law of Definite Proportions: A specific compound always contains the same elements in definite

proportions by mass
o Compounds always have the same ratio of atoms, regardless of how it was made

 Stoichiometry: the study of relationships between quantities of reactants and products in a reaction

4.3 The Mole and Molar Law
 Isotope: multiple varying forms of the same atoms, differing in the number of neutrons
 Atomic mass number: Number of protons + number of neutrons
 Why are the masses on the periodic table not whole numbers?

o Weighted averages of the masses of all naturally occurring isotopes of that atom
 The mass in grams of one mole of entities is called its molar mass, given the symbol M, and having units of

grams per mole (g/mol).

4.4 Calculations Involving the Mole Concept
 Three types of calculations are expected in Unit 3:

o Converting mass to moles
If given the mass and asked for moles, we use n=m/M
 N = # of moles
 m = mass, in grams
 M = molar mass, in g/mol

o Converting moles to masses
If given the number of moles and asked for mass, we us m = nM

o Calculations involving number of entities
If we are told the number of moles and asked for the number of entities, we use Avogadro’s
constant
 #entities = N = n x Na

4.5 Percent Composition
 Suppose anew compound is discovered:

o E.g. Kryptonite: “sodium lithium boron silicate hydroxide with fluorine”
o Surprisingly similar to real mineral – Jaderite – discovered in 2006:

LiNaSiB3O7OH
 How do scientists know what its made of if we don’t yet have the chemical formula?
 A step in is process is percent decomposition: a determination of what elements a compound is made of,

and in what relative quantities
 Two main uses:

o Mass of elements involved is determined empirically and percent composition is calculated:
information leading to a formula

 If the formula is known, we can use percent decomposition to determine if a sample is pure or
contaminated

5.2 Balancing Chemical Equations
 You need to know the quantitative relationship between reactants and products: a properly balanced

chemical equation is essential



 Proper balancing steps:
1. Write correct formula for each compound, including states
2. Balance any atom that is NOT a polyatomic ion and NOT O or H first
3. Balance polyatomic ions as a group
4. Balance remaining atoms and molecules
5. Sometimes useful to leave pure elements until the very end
6. Check final reaction to be sure

5.5 Calculating Limiting and Excess Reagents
 Depends on mass calculations

o Must be able to do gravimetric stoichiometry that we learned yesterday
 Why do we care about limiting/excess reagents? Waste!
 Using stoichiometry, we can calculate the mass of an unknown agent given the mass of the other agent

AND we can calculate the excess amount

5.6 The Yield of a Chemical Reaction
 So far only looking at theoretical predictions

o Based on what? Balanced chemical equation!
 Unfortunately, most reactions in the real world don’t work 100%
 Therefore, chemists have coined two terms:

o Theoretical Yield: the amount of product that we predict should be obtained based on
stoichiometrical calculations

o Actual Yield: the amount of product that is actually obtained
 What might be some causes for a poor actual yield?

o Poor Experimental Procedures: e.g. spills, improper transfer of solutions, improper filtering,
splattering while heating, etc.

o Impurities in reagents: reagents come a certain “grade” = purity, as poor as 80-90% pure
o Side reactions: can have unintended byproducts
o Non-ideal conditions: if conditions (temperature, pressure, etc.) aren’t ideal, the yield won’t be

ideal either
 Calculate the percentage yield as follows:

o %yield = actual yield/theoretical yield*100
 Industries especially are constantly looking for ways to improve efficiency and increase yield

6.2 Explaining Solutions
 Intermolecular Forces: a specific attraction between molecules
 Intramolecular forces: specific attraction within a molecule
 “Like dissolves like” rule:

o Polar substances dissolve polar substances
o Non-polar substances dissolve non polar substances

 Hydrogen Bonding:
o 3 types of intermolecular forces:

London dispersion: natural forces occurring between all molecules, including non-polar
molecules
Dipole-dipole: forces occurring between polar molecules



Hydrogen bonding: special type of dipole-dipole force that occurs between hydrogen of one
molecule and electronegative O, N, F of another

 Ionic Compounds:
o Electrolyte: compounds that

Involve charged particles
o Non-electrolytes: compounds that

6.3 Solution Concentration Calculators
 What is the definition of concentration?

o C = quantity of solute/quantity of solvent
o Dilute: less solute/more solvent
o Concentrated: more solute/less solvent

 Quantities can be mass OR volume OR moles
 Common:

o Percent V/V: volume by volume
o Percent W/W: weight by weight
o Units must be the same!!!

 For very dilute solutions, we use parts per million, parts per billion, parts per trillion
 Mass/Volume/Concentration Conversions:
 Measurements in lab are made using mass, volume, not moles

o Solution calculations usually are done using molar calculations: 2 conversions
Concentrationmoles
Massmoles

6.5 Solution Preparation
 Iced Tea: can be made from crystals or from concentrate
 When working with solutions we usually want standard solutions in which the concentration is precisely:

requires precise measurement of both solute and solvent
 Preparation from Solid:

o Precise mass of solute and precise volume of solvent is required
Electronic balance for mass
Volumetric flask & pipet for volume

o Concentrate = moles/Volume
 Preparation from Dilution

o When solvent is added but NOT solute, the concentration decreases
Does this mean number of moles of solute change?
Ni =Nf
Ni = Vi x Ci
Nf = Vf x Cf
ViCi = VfCf

7.3 Reactions in Solutions
 Why does soap scum form?

o Soap scum forms in hard water (water containing increased levels of Ca and Mg ions)
o Reaction between the soap salts and calcium/magnesium ions

 Spectator Ions: dissolved ions that do not change from left to right side of a reaction in a solution



 Knowing the right ionic equations can help with the design of chemical analysis experiments

7.5 Qualitative Chemical Analysis
Examples: solution colour, litmus test, solubility, conductivity, flame colour

 One of the most important qualitative analysis techniques is the use of precipitation double displacement
reactions

 If you want to know whether or not an ion is present in a sample of an unknown solution, you can add
other ions to see if any precipitation reactions occur.

7.6 Quantitative Chemical Analysis
 What is more useful? Quantitative or Qualitative

o Depends on what you need it for
o Often quantitative observations will also include quality

 Examples of Quantitative Analysis:
o Anti-freeze dilution
o Breath Analyser on Ride Program

 There is a difference between solution and gravimetric stoichiometry:
o Solution is based on concentration
o Gravimetric is based on mass

8.1 Understanding Acids & Bases
 Our understanding of acids and bases has been shaped over time by both empirical and theoretical

observations
 Acids:

o Turns litmus paper red
o Neutralizes a base to form a salt
o Some cause irritation, some corrosive
o Reacts away rust
o Always found in aqueous solution
o Acids are conductive

 Bases:
o Neutralizes acids to form a salt
o Turns litmus paper blue
o Some are corrosive
o Liquid or aqueous solution
o Conductive

 Table 1 on Page 362 compares acids and bases
o Notice that bases act the same way as ionic compounds when looking at conductivity
o Suggests that bases are ionic compounds while acids are not
o Most bases are hydroxides

 Arrhenius’ Theory:
o Base = ionic hydroxide that dissolves/dissociates in water to produce hydroxide ions
o Acid = molecular compounds that ionize in water to form hydrogen ions

 Strong vs. weak Acids
o Scientists noticed that some acids are highly conductive while others were only weakly conductive
o They were able to separate acids into two categories: weak vs. strong



 Theory came from this questions: why do acids conduct electricity at all?
o Arrhenius theorized that some acids must ionize (to form hydrogen ions) more than others
o 3 acids that ionize more than 99% (hydrochloric, sulphuric & nitric acids)
o All others are weak and don’t ionize completely, less than 50%

8.2 pH of a Solution
 Huge range of hydrogen ions

o Concentration in acids: 10 mol/L
o Concentration in bases: 1x10^-15 mol/L

 Needed a convenient way to denote this.
o Strong base is 14 (1 x 10^-14)
o Water is 7 (1 x 10^-7)
o Strong acid is 0 (1 x 10^0)

8.4 Modification to Arrhenius Concept
 H+ ions (protons) are highly reactive: unlikely that they would exist in solution by themselves

o More likely that acids are reacting with water molecules
o Water molecule gains an Hto form “hydronium ion” (H30)

 We can extend this concept of “reacting with water” to bases
 This concept of the “transfer of a proton to or from water” allowed scientists to explain lots of properties

of weak acids and bases
 Summary:

Strong Acid Weak Acid Weak Base Strong Base
pH <<7 <7 >7 >>7
Conductivity High Low Low High
Solute Molecular Molecular/ some

polyatomic ions
Molecular/ some
polyatomic ions

Ionic hydroxides

Theory Complete
ionization to
form H3O

Partial reaction
with water: give
proton for H3O+

Partial reaction
with water:
steals proton for
OH-

Complete
dissociation to
form OH-

8.5 Acid-base Reactions
 Often we can gain clues about the identity of an unkonw substance by observing how it reacts with other

things
o E.g. chemical spill: first thing to doadd an alkaline earth metal like Mg (identifies acid)

 Acids have characteristic reaction patterns that help identify them
 Acids also react characteristically with carbonates: (weak bases)

o Acid + carbonate = hydrogen carbonate + salt = carbon dioxide + water + salt
o Reaction of strong acid with strong base = neutralization

Water + salt
 Titration: method of determining concentration of substances in solution

o Especially useful with acids and bases
o Three conditions:



Fast reaction: changes must be observable before next drop of titrant is added
Complete reaction: otherwise, how do we know how much reactant is used
Spontaneous reaction: no special conditions needed (change in temp/pressure, etc.)

9.2 The Gas Laws
 Importance:

1. Gases are becoming more relevant as technology advances
 Properties: Temperature; pressure; volume; amount

1. Manipulation one variable while keeping others constant
2. Pressure: force per unit area

Compare force of hammer head on wood vs. hammeringa nail in wood
 Three gas laws

1. Temperature and pressure are directly correlated to each other

9.4 The Ideal Gas LawCombined Gas Law:
Combining all 4 observations , we get the ideal gas law:
 P: kPa
 V: L
 n : moles
 R: constant
 T: K

R is an empirical constant: it was discovered by experiment:
 Discovered that 1.00 mol of any gas at STP takes up 22.414L of space
 R = pv/nT = 8.31 kPa*L/mol*K

Why the “ideal” gas law?

 What makes an “ideal gas”
o v-T and p-T would give perfectly straight line graphs
o doesn’t condense into a liquid when cooled
o particles don’t interact with each other
o Noble gases are the closest we get to “ideal”

10.1 Mixtures of Gases
Dalton’s Law of Partial Pressures:

The total pressure of a mixture of non-reacting gases is equal to the sum of the partial pressures of the
individual gases.

Explanation: Kinetic Molecular Theory:
 Pressure is caused by collisions of gas molecules with walls of container
 Molecules act independently of one another
 Double number of collisions = doubled pressure



10.2 Reactions with Gases
When measured at the same temperature and pressure, volumes of gaseous reactants and products of
chemical reactions are always in simple, whole-number ratios.

These ratios are always the same as the molar ratios.

Avogadro proposed explanation: equal volumes of gases at the same temperature and pressure must contain
equal numbers of molecules

Molar Volume: We can calculate volume occupied by one mole of gas:

SATP: V = 24.8 L/mol
STP: V = 22.4 L/mol

10.4 Gas Stoichiometry
 We have the tools that we need to perform stoichiometry on all three states of matter:

o Solids: molar mass
o Aqueous Solutions: volumes and molar concentrations
o Gases: molecular volume

V(stp) = 22.4L/mol
V(Satp) = 24.8L/mol
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